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Bleeding is an effective method to improve the starting performance of the inlet, and the conventional method often adopts the
bleeding to longitudinal direction. This article proposes the use of transversal bleeding method to explore the influence on
starting capacity by changing the bleeding direction. The paper designs 6 bleeding inlets. By calculating the starting
performance, it is found that the projected bleeding rate of the inlet, which is the direct factor influencing the starting
performance, would change due to the direction change of bleeding, although designed with the same entrance. For the inlet
designed with longitudinal slots and bleeding, it could reach the starting state at Mach 3.6, but it showed the unstart state
when they are transversal direction. The same entrance, when inlet is designed by transversal bleeding with longitudinal slots,
the starting Mach number would decrease to 3.8. For the changes of aerodynamic capabilities, there would be the “point jump”
tendency when reaching starting state, but the same inlets would keep the similar performance when they get the starting state.

1. Introduction

Hypersonic aircraft technology has become the research hot-
spot, which is deeply discussed for the development of
aspired hypersonic aircraft [1]. Inlet plays a significant role
in the propulsion system of hypersonic aircrafts, majoring
in providing the precompressed airflow for the combustion
chamber. Therefore, the exploring and designing of inlet
are largely puzzled by lower Mach number starting prob-
lems, which can restrict the overall performance of the
aspired propulsion system. When the inlet unstarts, the pre-
compressed airflow cannot completely enter the combustion
chamber, which leads to the fact that the propulsion system
cannot normally run [2–5]. The factor separation of bound-
ary layer which exists by the accumulation of lower-energy
airflow highly affects the starting capacity of the inlet. In
addition, the interference between shock waves and bound-
ary layer is the leading reason restricting the overall perfor-
mance of aspired hypersonic aircrafts, causing the

separation in inlet, making the internal flow field more com-
plex, and reducing the starting capacity of the inlet [6–9].

More recent attention has focused on the provision of
improving the starting capacity of the inlet, while most of
the researches on improving the starting capacity have been
carried out in bleeding or adaptive slots. Bleeding is used to
convey the lower-energy airflow relying on the pressure dis-
tribution from internal flow field to the outside. Schulte et al.
[10, 11] revealed by experiments and numerical simulations
that bleeding used in the inlet could reduce the mass flow
rate of lower energy with the flow separation decreased
and internal flow field quality improved. In addition, bleed-
ing design layout was one of the factors affecting the starting
capacity of the inlet. Häberle and Gülhan [12] showed that
reasonable bleeding layout helped to appease the interfer-
ence between shock waves and boundary layer, avoiding
the separation of airflow. Fukuda et al. [13] and Mitani
et al. [14] demonstrated by experiments that the best posi-
tion to design the bleeding was located in front of the
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isolator near the internal shock wave on the upper surface of
the inlet. A function was simulated by changing the bleeding
angle for controlling the lower-energy airflow in the inlet,
and it showed that the superior designing of bleeding was
when it was perpendicular to the flow direction [15]. The
researches of Fujimoto et al. [16] and Weixing et al. [17] suc-
cessfully improved the starting capacity for the bleeding
designed at the compression section in the inlet and the
interference between shock waves and boundary layer was
effectively reduced. In addition, expanding the entrance of
bleeding could effectively increase the starting capacity of
the inlet. Yuan et al. [18] implemented a way to improve
the starting capacity by rising the entrance opening ratio of
bleeding. Li et al. [19] presented the loss of mass flow rate
when bleeding inlet was considered as the method to per-
form controlling of the boundary layer to improve the inlet
starting capacity. Due to the loss of air flow, Jianyong et al.
[20] developed a way of designing an adaptive slot in the
inlet wall to avoid the loss of airflow with starting capacity
of inlet improved. This method is aimed at guiding the
lower-energy airflow to cross through the adaptive slot for
the distribution of pressure before and after the shock waves
generated by unstarting inlet, and inject into the compres-
sion wedge surface of the same level of the inlet wall again,
so as to reduce the separation bump on the inlet until it dis-
appears, forming a closed airflow cycle. Zhu et al. [21] inves-
tigated the adaptive slot control method to improve the
starting capacity of hypersonic inlet, and indicated that the
adaptive slot was needed to be arranged based on the posi-
tion of separation bump. These studies aim at improving
the starting capacity of inlet and solve the problem of airflow
loss. It is important to mention that the longitudinal bleed-
ing method is widely used in inlet as the boundary layer con-
trolling method, and it may lead to the interference of the
forebody in chin layout. Therefore, it is necessary for the
three-dimensional inward turning inlet to perform the stud-
ies on the characteristics of boundary layer controlling with
different directions of bleeding.

Based on these studies, this paper focuses on the analysis
of the influence of different bleeding ways on the inlet start-
ing capacity by changing the direction of bleeding, and the
results are in contrast with the conventional method. In
addition, all the inlet bleedings are arranged perpendicular
to the airflow direction. This study is expected to affecting
the starting capacity of the inlet with the inlet designed by
different direction of bleeding.

2. Physical Models and Numerical Method

Three-dimensional inward-turning inlet is widely used in
the design and development of hypersonic aircrafts. The
major advantages of this inlet are the higher compression
efficiency and stronger airflow capture ability [22–24].
Therefore, different direction bleeding designed in inlets
are considered as the studying objects in this paper in order
to study the influence of the starting capacity generated by
bleeding direction. The basic inlet is developed by stream-
lines tracing at Mach 6 and height 26 km. According to the
bleeding direction, the bleeding designing considers two

methods so as to study the effect of the starting capacity pre-
sented by the bleeding direction. The first one is that the
bleeding is generated by the entrance lines with transversally
or longitudinally extending. The second one is that array
bleeding slots are designed as the beginning of bleeding with
extending bleeding as the end. All the bleedings are intro-
duced at the upper compression surface. Figure 1 shows
the original basic inlet and different bleeding directions inlet
models with an internal compression ratio of CR = 4:5534.

All these inlets are simulated by Fluent with the SST k-ω
turbulence model, while treating the phenomenon that air-
flow in the throat of inlet can work normally as the judge-
ment standard of starting. The SST k-ω turbulence model
mainly considers the transport of turbulent shear stress,
which could limit the vortex viscosity in rapidly deformed
flows and better predict strong reverse pressure gradients
and separated flows. And the specific forms of the turbulent
kinetic energy transport equation and the turbulent specific
dissipation rate equation could be regarded as follows:
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3. Results of Bleeding with Same Section

3.1. Mesh Validation. Mesh validation in this paper is veri-
fied through the calculating the aerodynamic coefficients of
hypersonic aerospace plane and the pressure distribution
of the inlet wall. The hypersonic aerospace plane model is
shown in Figure 2. The mesh of aerospace airplane in
Figure 3 was divided by polyhedral mesh, trim mesh, and
tetrahedral mesh. Table 1 shows the lift coefficient and the
error change contrasted with the experimental results by dif-
ferent mesh number, and Figure 4 loads the scatter diagrams
of aerodynamic coefficient change in different attack of
angles. Totally, the lift coefficient calculated by different
numbers of mesh is accurate with the experimental result
by the contract of error change. Besides, the lift and drag
coefficients calculated in little attack of angles are similar
with the experimental results. Therefore, the shock wave
flow field contours in Figure 5 simulated by different mesh
types could be extremely coincident with experimental con-
sequence at attack of angle of 0° on the structure of shock
wave. Above all, using these kinds of meshes could present
the hypersonic results and the shock wave flow field
accurately.

For the result in this table, CL and CD are the characters
of hypersonic aerospace airplane lift and drag coefficients,
while CL∗ is the character of error between lift coefficient
by simulation methods and experimental result. Besides,
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the calculating results and the experimental results are
referred to references [25].

The calculation condition starts with Mach 3. When the
inlet unstarts, the coming airflow Mach number is increased
until the inlet reaches starting, while the Mach number var-
iation tolerance range is 0.1~0.2. Due to the symmetrical
characteristics of the inlet and to the fact that there is no
need to consider the condition of sideslip, the calculation
process is simulated with half-model structure. Figure 6
shows the structural mesh of inlet with transversal bleeding.
Structural mesh is used by inlets without array bleeding slots
to calculate, and the trim mesh way is carried on the other
inlets. The phenomenon is considered as the convergence

standard when all the aerodynamic parameters include the
mass flow rate, total pressure recovery coefficient, and Mach
number of the outlet keep relative stability. In order to
obtain the shock wave structure and calculation results of
the airflow field more accurately, the mesh in the internal
part of the inlet channel is locally densified.

At the basement of the calculating a dynamic coefficients
by hypersonic aerospace airplane, the validation analysis is
calculated with the transversal bleeding inlet model at differ-
ent mesh numbers from 3.0 to 4.5, in order to determine the
mesh validation. In addition, the final results indicated the
pressure distribution of the inlet surface and the aerody-
namic results of the outlet. A similar trend of pressure

Transversal bleeding inlet Transversal bleeding inlet
with slots

Inward turning inlet

Longitudinal bleeding inlet

x

y

z

x

y

z
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Figure 1: Bleeding inlet models in different methods.
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Figure 2: Hypersonic aerospace plane model.
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distribution as that in Figure 7 can be detected with inlet in
different mesh numbers. Due to the increase of the distance
of X, the coincidence degree is gradually reduced. Thus, the
mesh dividing method and the numbers of the mesh are
appropriate to simulate the far field of inlet. Moreover, it is
decent to calculate the starting capacity and the aerodynamic
performance of bleeding inlet using this method. According
to different mesh numbers, the inlet model is divided into
coarse mesh (number 2 million), medium mesh (number
3.5 million), and fine mesh (number 4.5 million). For the
simulations, pressure-far-field boundary is chosen on the
incoming, and the exits of flow field and inlet select the
boundary of pressure outlet. Besides, all the walls are consid-
ered as wall without slipping, and the symmetry boundary is
used in symmetrical plane.

Less error values of aerodynamic parameters in different
densities of mesh can be realized through the calculation
results simulated by the transversal bleeding inlet, as shown
in Table 2. All the error values are calculated with the com-
parison of fine mesh results. Due to the less error values of
aerodynamic parameters at the outlet of the inlet, the mesh
validation of the numerical simulation of the model is veri-
fied. It shows that the divided mesh has sufficient accuracy
to analyze the starting capacity and aerodynamic perfor-
mance of the bleeding inlet.

3.2. Starting Capacity Analysis of Bleeding with Same Section.
In this section, a series of simulations are performed at dif-
ferent Mach numbers ranging from 3.0 to 4.5 of the basic
inlet without bleeding. Due to the higher content of lower-
energy airflow near the entrance and the wall of the inlet
when in the case of Mach 4.5, the internal space is filled with
boundary layer on the upper surface of the inlet, while the
separation is generated for the interference by the shock
waves inside. In addition, the outlet is nearly occupied by
lower-energy airflow with the serious loss of total pressure
recovery coefficient, which is less than 0.36, as shown in

Figure 8. Thus, abnormally running is resulted in the airflow
jam at the throat of the inlet, and it is hard for the chosen
inlet model to realize starting, while the bleeding method is
devised to improve the starting capability in this paper.

In order to achieve the ability that the designing of
bleeding can improve the starting capacity of the inlet,
bleeding is arranged at the internal compression section of
the inlet. The inlet model with bleeding is shown in
Figure 1, and the difference is determined on the direction
of bleeding, while the same area is selected as the bleeding
entrance. Due to the direction change, the projection bleed-
ing entrance presents different area. Therefore, the projec-
tion bleeding rate (RPB) would be changed when the
direction changes, which is defined as the ratio of the area
of projection bleeding entrance and the actual inlet entrance
area. For the two inlets, the projection bleeding rate of the Y
-direction bleeding inlet is 0.2003, and the projection bleed-
ing rate of the Z-direction bleeding inlet is 0.4623.

After that, several simulations are performed to verify
the effect on improving the starting capacity. The Mach con-
tours of inlet are shown in Figure 9, where an improvement
of the basic inlet model on the starting capacity can be
shown due to the arrangement of transversal bleeding at
the inlet surface. With the increase of the inflow Mach num-
ber, the lower-energy airflow is gradually reduced at the
throat of the inlet through the transversal bleeding, and the
structure of shock waves in the far field of inlet becomes
accurate when Mach is equal to 3.5.

Compared with the results calculated by transversal
bleeding inlet, the interference generated at the throat of
the inlet is much severe when the longitudinal bleeding
method is performed in the inlet. When the longitudinal
bleeding is arranged in the inlet to improve the starting
capability, the airflow from the exit of the bleeding would
affect the field on the upper surface of cowl. In addition,
the most sever interaction exists near the bleeding entrance,
in which shock waves in the inlet are more easily delivered
inside of the bleeding, leading to the interference at the
throat of the inlet. Besides, the interference after the
entrance of bleeding is clearly shown in Figure 10, and the
thickness of boundary layer is larger than the results calcu-
lated by transversal bleeding inlet. Therefore, the longitudi-
nal bleeding inlet can cause the phenomenon of worse of
the field quality, while the alone similar part is the starting
capacity, and it could get the start state at Mach 3.5.

Table 1: Mesh validation results of hypersonic aerospace airplane.

Mesh type Mesh number CL CL∗

Coarse mesh 2.49 million -6.0708E-02 4.3184E-03

Medium mesh 4.27 million -6.1041E-02 6.1150E-03

Fine mesh 6.48 million -6.0979E-02 5.0931E-03

Figure 3: Different mesh divide of hypersonic aerospace plane.
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The thickness of lower-energy airflow on the isolator
wall is reduced effectively due to the increase of the inflow
speed. However, a serious problem exists at the throat of
the inlet, in which lower-energy airflow in bleeding easily
interacts with shock waves. Therefore, when the Z-direc-
tion bleeding is carried on chin layout integration design,
there would be an effect occurred by the bleeding air, which
would cause the total kinetic energy of inflow decreased.

The pressure distribution of the internal field is calcu-
lated, and the line tendency at Mach 3.5 is also illustrated
in Figure 11. No error changes are shown in the beginning,
but when the distance is larger than 2.3. By comparing the

pressure distribution of two bleeding inlets, the longitudinal
bleeding way can cause the higher interference with the
greater pressure ratio wave and larger range of pressure
change at X = 2:4. Therefore, the inlet which is carried on
transversal bleeding method can improve the starting capa-
bility capacity while decreasing the interference. According
to these results above, transversal bleeding inlet can make
the flow field stable while decreasing the interference and
increasing the quality in transversal inlet.

As shown in Figure 12, it is hard to avoid the loss of out-
let total pressure recovery coefficient due to the function of
bleeding. The results show that the increasing of the inflow
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Mach number could can make the range of outlet total pres-
sure recovery coefficient larger. Compared with the results
simulated by the bleeding methods in different directions,
the transversal bleeding method inlet leaves results in less loss
of total pressure and the higher-pressure distribution area is
much wider, whose shape looks like the character “H” charac-
ter and the maximum value of total pressure recovery coeffi-
cient at the outlet is 0.82. The shape looks like the “U”
character of the longitudinal bleeding method inlet, and the
lower-energy airflow is distributed at the top and the both
sides of outlet. However, there is less error of total pressure
recovery coefficient range shown on contours, when carrying
on the same inflow velocity.

It can be seen that the flow field quality has been improved,
and there is no generated influence on the starting capacity
when transversal bleeding inlet is chosen to perform the
removal of lower-energy in the inlet. Due to the use of transver-
sal bleeding, the interference between shock waves and lower-
energy airflow is effectively inhibited. Besides, the energy loss
could be decreased at the top and besides of the outlet when
transversal bleeding is carried in the inlet. While the influence
on the aerodynamic capability of inlet by the change of entrance
projection bleeding rate would be demonstrated.

3.3. Aerodynamic Performance Analysis of Bleeding with
Same Section. Due to the different bleeding directions, the
projection area of entrance shows different size but the
actual geometry. The projection bleeding rate is positively
correlated with the projected area of bleeding entrance and
exit along the extending direction of bleeding.

A declining tendency is shown for the outlet total pres-
sure recovery coefficient. Transversal bleeding uses the pro-
jection bleeding rate of 0.2003, while longitudinal bleeding is
0.4623. Table 3 presents the calculating aerodynamic results

(the Mach number, total pressure recovery coefficient, and
the mass flow rate).

Figure 13 shows the tendency of aerodynamic parame-
ters of bleeding inlet in different directions with the same
section. Larger projection bleeding rate gives expression to
the higher mass flow rate of lower-energy airflow in inlet.
By increasing the inflow Mach number, all the aerodynamic
parameters at the outlet are improved, but the aerodynamic
parameters calculated in inlet which are arranged through
transversal bleeding would be higher than the one with lon-
gitudinal bleeding. Thus, changing the direction of bleeding
would make the aerodynamic performance improved, but
the starting capability seems stable.

Combining the results in Table 3 and Figure 13, the Mach
numbers of the outlet are equal (1.19) when the inflow Mach
number is 3.2, while the transversal bleeding inlet could get
the mass flow rate and the total pressure recovery coefficient
better. The outlet total pressure recovery coefficient calculated
by transversal bleeding inlet is 16.1% higher than the one with
longitudinal bleeding, and the mass flow rate is increased by
14.3%.

Figure 13 shows the tendency of aerodynamic parameters
of bleeding inlet in different directions with the same section.
By increasing the inflow Mach number, all the aerodynamic
parameters at the outlet are improved, while increasing the
range of parameters at the outlet of the transversal bleeding
inlet is higher. When the inlet Mach number is 3.2, the outlet
Mach numbers of the two inlet models are equal (1.19), the
total pressure recovery coefficient is increased by 16.1%, and
the mass flow rate is increased by 14.3%. For the state of Mach
3.6, both of the inlets realize the starting capability. While the
outlet Mach number of inlet models with transversal bleeding
would be higher than the longitudinal one at 0.06, besides, the
total pressure recovery coefficient is increased by 16.4%, and
the mass flow rate is increased by 12.9%. With the case at
Mach 4, the outlet Mach numbers, the total pressure recovery
coefficient, and the mass flow rate would be increased by 4.2%,
13.7%, and 8.8%, respectively.

Totally, different results would be depicted in the inlet
with different directions of bleeding, but the bleeding entrance
would show the same area. And the main factor is determined
by the projection bleeding rate which is relevant to the direc-
tion of the bleeding. Therefore, it is clear that increasing the
projection bleeding rate can easily cause loss of airflow more
serious, while the error would be decreased when the inflow
Mach number is higher than starting state.
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Figure 7: Pressure distribution of the inlet wall.

Table 2: Aerodynamic parameters and error of different density
meshes.

Fine mesh Medium mesh Coarse mesh

Q 0.92 0.92 0.92

ΔQ —— 0% 0%

σ 0.52 0.53 0.52

Δσ —— 1.92% 0%

Ma 2.03 2.04 2.03

ΔMa —— 0.49% 0%
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4. Results of Bleeding with Array Bleeding Slots

In order to further verify the conclusion that the improve-
ment of starting capability and aerodynamic capability by
the change of entrance projection bleeding rate, bleeding
with the same direction of slots is arranged in inlet to simu-
late the function.

4.1. Starting Capacity Analysis of Inlet in Same Bleeding
Direction. Figure 14 shows the symmetrical surface Mach
number contours distribution of inlets carried on the same
bleeding direction. For the conditions of these simulations,
only the inlet which is devised with longitudinal bleeding
and slots could get the starting state, and the state is at
Mach 3.6. However, the transversal bleeding inlet fails to
reach the starting condition. Thus, the results show the
different conclusions with the cases above. Although the
same hole is selected as the entrance of bleeding or slots,
there is a factor, projection bleeding rate, changed by
changing the bleeding direction to influent the starting

performance. By the analysis of the Mach number con-
tours, outflowing would be seriously existed when the slots
and bleeding are projected towards the transversal direc-
tion, and it could not reach the starting state even in
Mach 4.0. On the contrary, when the slots and the bleed-
ing are devised towards to the top direction, the inlet
would delay the starting state until Mach 3.6.

Compared with the results without slots, the starting
performance has decreased because of the declining of
the projection bleeding rate. Therefore, inlet designed with
slots could reduce the interference created by the internal
shock waves and the lower-energy airflow. It is deduced
that longitudinal slots and bleeding has the better quality
at the throat of inlet with the mass of lower-energy airflow
on the isolator wall reduced. Up to the cowl, due to the
lower-energy air outflowing from the inlet, the out envi-
ronment would be seriously by these lower-energy flow
displaced. Thus, there is no improvement when the bleed-
ing direction is longitudinal, while there would be interfer-
ence when the chin layout is chosen just like the model
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Figure 8: Aerodynamic performance of the basic inlet model.
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whose bleeding is designed towards the longitudinal
direction.

Shock wave conveying is clearly shown in Figure 15,
which presents the contours of pressure distribution at the
symmetrical surface. Amounts of larger pressure airflow
exist at the inlet entrance, and separation is easily generated
during the unstart states. However, when the inlet passes to
the starting capacity, the larger pressure airflow is reduced,
and the internal shock waves are normally propagated. By
comparing the inlet with and without slots, it can be seen
that the same bleeding entrance geometry carried on inlet
may lead to different simulating results.

Most importantly, when slots are arranged in inlet to
realize the starting capability improved, although the same
entrance was arranged in improving the starting capability
of inlet, the projection bleeding rate in different direction
has changed. For the inlet with longitudinal slots and inlet,

Figure 10: Mach number contours of flow field in longitudinal bleeding inlet.
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the projection bleeding rate declines to 0.1728, while the
projection bleeding rate decreases to 0.0747 when the trans-
versal bleeding and slots are designed in inlet. Owing to the
difference of the projection bleeding rate, the inlet would
represent the different starting results. For the bleeding inlet
with the projection bleeding rate at 0.1728, it could achieve
the starting at the state of Mach 3.6. However, inlet with
transversal bleeding and slots would not start when the state
is Mach 4.0. Thus, the actual factor on affecting the starting
state of inlet is the projection bleeding rate. At the same
time, it is important to mention that the internal flow field
is greatly improved due to the decrease of boundary layer

on the isolator wall. In addition, the delivering of shock
waves becomes normal at the entrance of slots.

4.2. Starting Capacity Analysis of Inlet in Different Bleeding
Directions. When slots and bleeding in the transversal direc-
tion method are conducted in the inlet, it is hard to reach the
starting capacity, as shown in Figures 14 and 15. This study
considers that the bleeding exit may be the reason that
makes the inlet unstart, and a new inlet model is designed
by widely increasing the size of the bleeding exit. The simu-
lation results are shown in Figure 16. It can be seen that
there is no function when the exit of bleeding is widened.
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Figure 12: Total pressure recovery coefficient contours of bleeding inlet with the same section.

Table 3: Aerodynamic parameters of bleeding methods without slots.

Main
Y-direction bleeding inlet (RPB = 0:2003) Z-direction bleeding inlet (RPB = 0:4623)

Maout σ Q Maout σ Q

3.2 1.19 0.72 0.72 1.19 0.62 0.63

3.4 1.32 0.67 0.75 1.28 0.58 0.65

3.5 1.39 0.65 0.77 1.35 0.57 0.68

3.6 1.47 0.64 0.79 1.41 0.55 0.70

3.8 1.60 0.61 0.84 1.54 0.53 0.76

4.0 1.73 0.58 0.87 1.66 0.51 0.80

1.80

M
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Figure 13: Tendency of aerodynamic parameters of bleeding inlet.
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At the same flow speed, boundary layer has no effect at the
entrance of slots. On the contrary, a large area of boundary
layer is generated on the lower surface of bleeding, which
seriously affects the displacement of lower-energy flow. There-
fore, the enlarging of bleeding outlet has no impact on improv-
ing the starting capacity while making the flowing worse.

Based on the results above, the changing bleeding direc-
tion method is carried out to testify the influence on starting
performance resulting from the projection bleeding rate. On
the one hand, the inlet with transversal slots is arranged with
the longitudinal bleeding, and the projection bleeding rate is
0.0747. On the other hand, the other inlet is designed with

Ma = 3.8, symmetry surface
bleeding and slots in Y-direction

0.1Ma: 0.4 0.7 1.0 1.3 1.6 1.9 2.2 2.5 2.8 3.1 3.4 3.7

Z
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Ma = 4.0, symmetry surface
bleeding and slots in Y-direction
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Ma = 3.5, symmetry surface
bleeding and slots in Z-direction
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Z
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Ma = 3.6, symmetry surface
bleeding and slots in Z-direction
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Z
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Figure 14: Mach number contours of flow field in bleeding inlet with the same direction slots.
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bleeding and slots in Y-direction
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Z
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Figure 15: Pressure ratio contours of flow field in bleeding inlet with the same direction slots.
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transversal bleeding and longitudinal bleeding, while the
projection bleeding rate is 0.1728. And the final inlet models
with bleeding method are depicted in Figure 17.

The contours on simulating the starting performance of
the bleeding inlet are shown in Figure 18, which was
arranged with the perpendicular slots. Although the bleeding
direction has been changed, there is no impact on the pro-
jection bleeding rate due to the unchanged of slot design.
Compared with the results of Figures 14 and 15, the starting
performance of the inlet designed with transversal bleeding
and longitudinal slots is decreased to 3.8, while the starting
state seems to have no improvement on the inlet which is
arranged with transversal slots and longitudinal bleeding.
Thus, the main factor on starting capability of inlet is the
projection bleeding rate, and large projection bleeding rate
would be benefit on realizing the starting state. However,
perpendicular to arrange the slots and the bleeding, it would
like to decrease the starting capability even cause the inlet
unstart.

The analysis of pressure distribution contours at the
throat of the bleeding inlets with slots is shown in
Figure 19. The ratio of pressure at the throat is much higher
than the starting state result, which means that amounts of
lower-energy airflow stay at the place. While an obvious
decline tendency on the ratio of pressure could be depicted
at the state of Mach 3.8. For the exit of the bleeding, due
to the leaving of the lower-energy airflow from the inlet,
the ratio of pressure at the bleeding exit is climbing and
higher than the one in the far field. The area with higher
pressure exists at the sides when the bleeding is designed
toward the transversal direction, while the increasing would
exist at the top when the bleeding is designed with longitudi-
nal direction. For the fourth picture of Figure 19 Pressure
ratio contours of inlet throat with streamlines, due to the
perpendicular design method of bleeding and slots, the top
wall of bleeding seems to hinder the flowing of the lower-
energy airflow, and it might be the significant reason why
the starting performance is declining. Therefore, small vor-

tex is appeared on the lower surface of the bleeding, but it
seems to have no effect on the outflowing of lower-energy
airflow.

4.3. Aerodynamic Performance Analysis of the Inlet in
Different Bleeding Directions. The parameters of starting
capacity and projection bleeding rate of bleeding inlets are
presented in Table 4, where the longitudinal array bleeding
slots are treated at the beginning. Due to the difference of
projection bleeding rate, longitudinal slot inlet can easily
start. For the cases of these starting inlets, the two different
bleeding direction inlets have their own starting characteris-
tics, but the aerodynamic parameters after starting are much
similar. Nevertheless, the tendency introduces the diverse
spots of the starting inlets. A results comparison shows that
the starting Mach number of longitudinal slots with the
same direction of bleeding would increase to 3.8. However,
the outlet aerodynamic performance is similar when both
reach the starting state.

By the analysis of Figure 20 and Table 4, changing the
direction of bleeding would have a significant effect on its
aerodynamic performance. For the inlet with the same direc-
tion of bleeding and slots, the aerodynamic parameters of
outlet Mach number and mass flow rate would keep the
climbing tendency, while the total pressure recovery coeffi-
cient would decrease after the inlet reaches the starting per-
formance. Clearly, there is a “point jumping” tendency when
the inflow Mach number is 3.6 where the inlet is just start-
ing. All the aerodynamic parameters of the inlet generate
the “point jumping” state, which results in significantly
increasing all the aerodynamic parameters. However, the
bleeding inlet with the same direction of slots maintains
the stable growth in other flight conditions. Most impor-
tantly, such the same tendency would occur in inlet which
is designed with longitudinal slots and transversal bleeding.
After the starting state, both of the inlets have similar aero-
dynamic parameters because of the same projection bleeding
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19
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Figure 16: Pressure ratio contours of inlet throat with streamlines.
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Figure 17: Bleeding inlet with perpendicular direction slots.
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rate compared with the results in Figure 13 (tendency of
aerodynamic parameters of bleeding inlet).

For the aerodynamic parameters change, there would be
three states to introduce. Before the starting performance at
the state of Mach 3.5, neither of the inlets achieve starting,
and less error is shown in the outlet mass flow rate. How-
ever, for the bleeding inlet which uses the same direction

of bleeding and slots, the performances of outlet Mach num-
ber and total pressure recovery coefficient are 12.4% and
5.4% improved, respectively. When the Mach number is
3.6, the bleeding inlet with the same direction of slots can
start. In this state, all the aerodynamic parameters of the
inlet generate the “point jumping.” Compared with the out-
let aerodynamic parameters simulated at Mach 3.5, the
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Figure 18: Contours of bleeding inlet with perpendicular direction slots.
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aerodynamic parameters Mach number, total pressure
recovery coefficient, and mass flow rate of bleeding inlet with
same direction of bleeding slots are increased by 18.9%,
15.3%, and 12.1%, respectively. The starting state of the

bleeding inlet with longitudinal slots is Mach 3.8; the “point
jumping” tendency is occurred when it starts. Comparing
the state of Mach 3.7, the aerodynamic parameters Mach
number, total pressure recovery coefficient, and mass flow rate
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Figure 19: Pressure ratio contours of inlet throat with streamlines.

Table 4: Aerodynamic parameters of different bleeding methods.

Main

Bleeding and slots in
Y-direction

(RPB = 0:0747)
Bleeding and slots in

Z-direction (RPB = 0:1728)
Transversal slots with
longitudinal bleeding

(RPB = 0:0747)

Longitudinal slots with
transversal bleeding

(RPB = 0:1728)
Maout σ Q Maout σ Q Maout σ Q Maout σ Q

3.5

Unstart

1.27 0.59 0.76

Unstart

1.13 0.56 0.76

3.6 1.51 0.68 0.84 1.15 0.54 0.79

3.7 1.58 0.67 0.86 1.28 0.53 0.81

3.8 1.65 0.65 0.87 1.63 0.65 0.89

3.9 1.72 0.64 0.88 1.70 0.64 0.90

4.0 1.79 0.63 0.90 1.76 0.63 0.91
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Figure 20: Tendency of aerodynamic parameters of bleeding inlet with slots.
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are increased by 27.3%, 22.6%, and 10.8%, respectively. During
the the same Mach number at 3.8, the outlet Mach number of
bleeding inlet with the same direction slots is higher at 0.02,
but the mass flow rate is 0.02 decreased. While the total pres-
sure recovery coefficient plays the same at 0.65 in this state.
After the starting performance inflow Mach number, the total
pressure recovery coefficient of the bleeding inlet with the
same direction slots is equal with the inlet which is designed
with transversal bleeding and longitudinal slots, due to the
same projection bleeding rate. The inlet designed with trans-
versal bleeding and longitudinal slots plays the less loss on
mass flow rate. Therefore, the direction change of the bleeding
and slots may reduce the outflow of air caught. On the con-
trary, an inlet with the same direction of bleeding and slots
could keep the higher Mach number of the outlet. Totally,
the error of the aerodynamic parameters is much lower after
the inlets start.

The mass flow rate, total pressure recovery coefficient,
and their error values objective to bleeding inlet with the
same direction of slots are shown in Table 5. Enlarging the
inflow Mach number after starting, the mass flow rate of
inlet would increase close to 1, especially the inlet with lower
projection bleeding rate. Therefore, the error of inlet with
huge projection bleeding rate would be higher. For the total
pressure recovery coefficient, decrease tendency would be
shown with the rising inflow Mach number, while the loss
of pressure is much higher due to the expanding of projec-
tion bleeding rate like the inlet designed with Z-direction
bleeding. The loss of total pressure is 75% when the projec-
tion bleeding rate is 0.4623.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the impacts of changing the direction of the
bleeding and the connection way of the array bleeding slots
on the starting capacity and aerodynamic performance of
the three-dimensional inward-turning inlet are studied.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:

Inlet with transversal bleeding would be benefit on the
starting performance of the inlet, and the flow field could
be improved for the weakness of interference at the throat.
And the energy loss could be reduced.

A direction change of bleeding would change the projec-
tion bleeding rate of inlet, although the same size hole is
used as its bleeding entrance. For this basic inlet model,

transversal bleeding methods could reduce the projection
bleeding rate, compared with the one which carried out by
the methods of longitudinal bleeding ways. The projection
bleeding rate of the Y-direction bleeding inlet is 0.2003,
while the Z-direction bleeding inlet is 0.4623. The projection
bleeding rate of inlet is 0.1728, which is designed with the
longitudinal slots, while slots towards Y-direction would
not reach the starting state.

An inlet with a huge projection bleeding rate would be
starting much easier than the one that is lower. Both the inlet
with the only bleeding could start at 3.5. For the decreasing
of projection bleeding rate, the starting capability of inlet
with transversal bleeding and slots would reduce at Mach
3.6, while the transversal slots with longitudinal bleeding
one would decrease to 3.8. But the inlet could not get the
starting capability when the slots are designed towards
transversal direction.

The key factor affecting the starting capacity of the inlet
is the projection bleeding rate, which is relative to the
entrance of the bleeding. For the unstart inlet, enlarging
the exit of the bleeding has no impact on its starting
performance.

The lower-energy airflow in bleeding is much easier to
interfere with shock waves in the inlet, which results in
increasing the thickness of the boundary layer in the inlet
and making the internal flow field more complex. Through
the design of array bleeding slots, interference between the
shock waves and the lower-energy airflow can be weak-
ened. In addition, the thickness of the boundary layer in
the isolator is reduced, and the internal flow field is greatly
improved.

For the starting inlets, larger projection bleeding rate can
lead to a severe loss of mass flow rate, but the starting Mach
number will be reduced. Both the inlets with bleeding could
realize starting state at Mach 3.5. Besides, the mass flow rate
of the Y-direction bleeding inlet is larger than the one with
the Y-direction bleeding at 0.04. The starting state of the
inlet with longitudinal bleeding and slots would be weak-
ened at Mach 3.6, and the inlet with longitudinal slots trans-
versal bleeding would not reach starting state until Mach 3.8,
while the two inlets keep the similar mass flow rate at 0.41.
But neither of the inlet with transversal slots would not
reach starting state. After the starting condition, the loss of
the mass flow rate and the total pressure recovery coefficient
on the inlet with lower projection bleeding rate were less
than the higher projection bleeding rate inlet.

Table 5: Error of total pressure recovery coefficient and mass flow rate for the difference of entrance projection bleeding rate.

Main

Bleeding and slots in Z-direction
(RPB = 0:1728)

Y-direction bleeding inlet
(RPB = 0:2003)

Z-direction bleeding inlet
(RPB = 0:4623)

Q ΔQ σ Δσ Q ΔQ σ Δσ Q ΔQ σ Δσ
4.2 0.93 — 0.60 — 0.89 96% 0.55 93% 0.83 90% 0.48 81%

4.5 0.96 — 0.57 — 0.92 96% 0.53 93% 0.87 91% 0.45 80%

4.8 0.97 — 0.54 — 0.93 96% 0.50 92% 0.92 95% 0.44 81%

5.0 0.98 — 0.51 — 0.95 97% 0.47 92% 0.93 95% 0.43 83%

5.5 0.98 — 0.44 — 0.96 98% 0.41 93% 0.95 97% 0.36 80%

6.0 0.99 — 0.39 — 0.96 97% 0.36 92% 0.95 96% 0.29 75%
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